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Brief Communications
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Persistent changes in spine shape are coupled to long-lasting synaptic plasticity in hippocampus. The molecules that coordinate such
persistent structural and functional plasticity are unknown. Here, we generated mice in which the cell adhesion molecule N-cadherin was
conditionally ablated from postnatal, excitatory synapses in hippocampus. We applied to adult mice of either sex a combination of
whole-cell recording, two-photon microscopy, and spine morphometric analysis to show that postnatal ablation of N-cadherin has
profound effects on the stability of coordinated spine enlargement and long-term potentiation (LTP) at mature CA1 synapses, with no
effects on baseline spine density or morphology, baseline properties of synaptic neurotransmission, or long-term depression. Thus,
N-cadherin couples persistent spine structural modifications with long-lasting synaptic functional modifications associated selectively with LTP, revealing unexpectedly distinct roles at mature synapses in comparison with earlier, broader functions in
synapse and spine development.

Introduction
Functionally and structurally dynamic synaptic connections enable
learning and memory. At young hippocampal synapses, persistent
long-term potentiation (LTP) or depression (LTD) is accompanied
by increased or decreased spine size, respectively (Matsuzaki et al.,
2004; Okamoto et al., 2004; Zhou et al., 2004). While it is clear that
sustained alterations in synapse physiology and morphology
are coordinately regulated (Kopec et al., 2007; Wang et al.,
2008; Yang et al., 2008b), molecular candidates for such a role
have not been identified.
Here, we investigate the adhesion molecule N-cadherin as a
prime candidate for coordinating synaptic structural and functional
plasticity. N-cadherin is the nexus of a transsynaptic, homophilically
binding adhesive system that can couple presynaptic and postsynaptic modifications (Yamagata et al., 1995; Fannon and Colman, 1996;
Jüngling et al., 2006; Shapiro et al., 2007). The N-cadherin ectodomain binds extracellular motifs in GluA1 or GluA2 subunits (Nuriya
and Huganir, 2006; Saglietti et al., 2007), interactions that could

influence postsynaptic currents by regulating surface AMPA receptors (Malinow and Malenka, 2002; Lisman and Raghavachari, 2006;
Kerchner and Nicoll, 2008). Additionally, N-cadherin is anchored to
F-actin via the catenin proteins, thereby positioned to dynamically
regulate spine actin cytoskeleton and to control vesicle pool size
(Bamji et al., 2003; Bozdagi et al., 2004; Jüngling et al., 2006). Thus,
N-cadherin is well suited to stabilize actin-mediated changes in spine
shape in concert with changes in synapse physiology, but this has
never been tested.
Using a genetic approach, we show that in the absence of
N-cadherin, neither LTP nor spine enlargement persist in adult
hippocampus, while N-cadherin is dispensable for LTD. These
findings support a model in which N-cadherin couples persistent
spine structural modifications with long-lasting synaptic functional modifications associated with LTP of individual, mature
synapses, and provide a cellular context for associations found
between cadherins and autism and compulsive behaviors (Wang
et al., 2009; Dodman et al., 2010).
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Conditional knock-out mice. Floxed N-cadherin mice were characterized previously (Kostetskii et al., 2005), backcrossed to a C57BL/6 background
(MaxBax, Charles River), then mated to a C57BL/6 ␣CaMKII-Cre driver
line [Camk2a-Cre; T29-1 line; The Jackson Laboratory (Tsien et al., 1996)].
In hippocampus, Cre expression commences by the end of the third postnatal week and includes all excitatory neurons in CA1 by 8 weeks (Tsien et al.,
1996; Fukaya et al., 2003; Sonner et al., 2005; Gould et al., 2008). Mice were
genotyped by PCR. Treatment and use of all animals conformed to the
guidelines established by Mount Sinai’s Institutional Animal Care and Use
Committee and those of the National Institutes of Health.
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Immunolabeling and immunoblotting. Procedures and controls have
been described (Brock et al., 2004). Adult (4 – 6 months old) conditional
knock-out (cKO) (n ⫽ 5), Cre (n ⫽ 4), or floxed mice (n ⫽ 3) were
perfused with 4% paraformaldehyde; hippocampal sections were cut on
a vibratome, Nissl stained or immunolabeled for N-cadherin (BD Biosciences), and analyzed by confocal microscopy. Image acquisition parameters were set for controls and held constant.
Postembedding immunogold electron microscopy was according to
previous descriptions (Elste and Benson, 2006) using anti-N-cadherin
(Tanaka et al., 2000), anti-GluA1 (Millipore), or anti-GluN1(Siegel et al.,
1994) antibodies.
Immunoblots of CA1 lysates were prepared from cKO mice, Cre, or
floxed control mice (n ⱖ 3) as described previously (Brock et al., 2004).
In three independent experiments, levels of immunoreactivity were determined by film densitometry (ImageJ) by normalizing N-cadherin
band intensity to that of GAPDH within the same lane. Synaptosomes
were isolated from a sucrose gradient at the 1.25/1 M sucrose interface,
and fractions were generated based on 1% Triton X-100 solubility and
pH as described previously (Phillips et al., 2001, 2005). Equal amounts of
protein were immunoblotted with anti-N-cadherin or with anti-clathrin
(BD Biosciences) to verify fractions.
Whole-cell recording, two-photon image acquisition and analysis. Methods of recording, imaging and analysis were according to our previously
published protocols (Zhou et al., 2004; Yang et al., 2008b). All experiments were conducted on CA1 pyramidal cells in acute slices at 32°C
taken from 2.5- to 6-month-old cKO (n ⫽ 5), floxed (littermates; n ⫽ 4),
or Cre (n ⫽ 2) mice. Neurons were visualized by calcein loading (through
the patch pipette) using a two-photon laser scanning system. A baseline
of synaptic responses was acquired through a glass pipette positioned
⬃20 m away from the imaged spines. LTP was induced with a theta
burst pairing (TBP) protocol in which two trains of theta-burst stimuli
(each train, separated by 20 s, consisted of five bursts at 5 Hz, each burst
contained five pulses at 100 Hz) were coupled with brief postsynaptic
depolarization. Volume analysis of individual spines was performed as
detailed previously (Wang et al., 2007; Yang et al., 2008a,b).
Extracellular recording. Methods have been detailed previously
(Bozdagi et al., 2008). Acute hippocampal slices were prepared from 3- to
7-month-old cKO (n ⫽ 7), littermate or age-matched floxed (n ⫽ 5), or
Cre mice (n ⫽ 6). All experiments were conducted at 32°C on 2–3 slices
per animal. Field EPSPs were recorded from stratum radiatum in CA1,
evoked by stimulation of the Schaffer collaterals every 30 s with 100 s
pulses. LTP was induced with theta-burst stimulation (TBS; 10 bursts of
four pulses at 100 Hz, with an interval of 200 ms) or with a strong,
high-frequency tetanic stimulation protocol (HFS, four 1 s trains of 100
Hz stimulation, each separated by 5 min). LTD was induced by a lowfrequency stimulation (LFS) protocol (900 pulses at 1 Hz for 15 min)
(Dudek and Bear, 1992) or by paired-pulse low-frequency stimulation
(ppLFS, 1 Hz for 15 min; 50 ms interstimulus interval) (Huber et al., 2000).
Spine morphological analysis. Dendritic spine morphology and density
were evaluated in intracellularly filled CA1 pyramidal cells using two
different protocols. In the first, cells were filled in live hippocampal slices
(after whole-cell recording, as above) taken from 2.5- to 3-month-old
cKO (n ⫽ 4) or Cre (n ⫽ 3) mice. Neurons (12 cKO, 10 Cre, 9 –15
dendritic segments per cell) were filled with 0.5% biocytin and visualized
with Alexa-594-streptavidin (Invitrogen). In the second, cells were filled
in fixed slices taken from 4- to 6-month-old cKO mice (n ⫽ 5) or floxed
mice (n ⫽ 2) after intracardiac perfusion with 4% paraformaldehyde.
Neurons (18 cKO and 8 flox, 9 –15 dendritic segments per cell) were filled
with 5% Lucifer yellow as described previously (Radley et al., 2006).
Spine morphometric analysis on all cells was then performed by an investigator blind to genotype, using an approach described by Radley et al.
(2008). Stacks of confocal images through secondary or tertiary apical
dendrites were deconvolved and analyzed using NeuronStudio, an automated program that classifies morphological subtypes of spines (stubby,
thin, mushroom) based on spine head-to-neck ratio, spine-head diameter, and other parameters (Wearne et al., 2005; Rodriguez et al., 2006).
The detection and classification algorithms were validated in the same
dataset by visual inspection of all spines analyzed.
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Statistics. All data are presented as mean values ⫾ SEM. Statistical tests
include the Mann–Whitney U test, Student’s t test, and ANOVA with
Scheffé’s post hoc test, each applied where relevant, with p ⬍ 0.05 as a
minimum criterion for statistical significance.

Results
N-cadherin deletion does not alter spine density, morphology, or
baseline properties of neurotransmission
We used a Cre-loxP cKO strategy to delete N-cadherin from
glutamatergic neurons in hippocampus and other forebrain
structures postnatally, circumventing obligatory roles in brain
development (Inoue and Sanes, 1997; Jüngling et al., 2006;
Kadowaki et al., 2007). These cKO mice (Ncad fl/fl/Camk2a-Cre)
were compared to a control group in which we combined results
from the CaMk2a-Cre (Ncad wt/wt/CaMk2a-Cre) and flox (Ncad fl/fl)
control lines of mice, since we observed no differences between
them in N-cadherin levels, distribution, baseline properties of
synaptic transmission, LTP, or capacity for LTP-associated spine
enlargement (supplemental Fig. 1, available at www.jneurosci.
org as supplemental material).
We first verified that N-cadherin levels were significantly reduced in hippocampus and largely eliminated from synapses in
adult cKO mice. Immunoblotting of CA1 lysates showed significantly decreased levels of N-cadherin protein in cKOs in comparison with controls (Fig. 1A, *p ⬍ 0.05). The residual N-cadherin
detected in cKO lysates likely corresponds to N-cadherin expressed by glia, GABA neurons, and endothelial cells, all of which
do not express Camk2a-Cre (e.g., supplemental Fig. 2, available
at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). Consistent with
this interpretation, N-cadherin levels were near absent from synaptosome and PSD fractions (Fig. 1 B). The loss of N-cadherin
from synapses was confirmed by confocal microscopy, which
showed a large reduction in immunofluorescent puncta (Fig.
1C,D), and by electron microscopy, which revealed excitatory
(asymmetric) synapses with normal-appearing ultrastructure but
lacking immunogold particles (Fig. 1 E, F ). Quantitative analysis
of immunogold-labeled synapses in CA1 verified an 82% reduction in numbers of N-cadherin-labeled synapses in comparison
with controls. Hippocampal cytoarchitecture appeared normal
in cKOs as expected (Fig. 1G,H ).
N-cadherin regulates spine density and morphology developmentally (Togashi et al., 2002), so we next assessed effects of
postnatal N-cadherin ablation on spine density and morphology
in adults. Strikingly, there were no significant differences between genotypes in overall spine density (Fig. 1 I, J; supplemental
Fig. 3, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material),
nor in density of thin-, stubby-, or mushroom-spine subtypes
(Fig. 1 K; supplemental Fig. 3, available at www.jneurosci.org as
supplemental material).
Eliminating N-cadherin in developing neurons also has significant effects on properties of synaptic neurotransmission (Jüngling et
al., 2006), so accordingly we analyzed baseline functional properties
of mature cKO synapses. Field recordings showed that input– output relationships at Schaffer collateral–CA1 (SC–CA1) synapses
were unchanged in cKO slices in comparison with control slices
(supplemental Fig. 4A, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). In whole-cell recordings, neither paired-pulse facilitation nor the amplitude of mEPSCs were altered in cKO neurons
(supplemental Fig. 4B,C, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). Ultrastructural immunogold localization showed
normal distribution of GluA1 and GluN1 at adult cKO synapses
(supplemental Fig. 4D, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). Thus, postnatal deletion of N-cadherin does not
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affect basic properties of synaptic neurotransmission at mature cKO
synapses.

Figure 1. N-cadherin is conditionally deleted from adult CA1 synapses without affecting density
ormorphologyofdendriticspines.A,RepresentativeimmunoblotofCA1lysatesfromcKOandcontrol
mice. B, Synaptosome and Triton-soluble [pH 6 supernatant (supe), containing vesicles and nonsynaptic membrane, and pH 8 supe, enriched with presynaptic matrix and junctional proteins]
and-insoluble(pH8;PSD)fractions.Equalamountsofprotein were loaded in each lane and immunolabeledforN-cadherin.C,D,ImmunofluorescentlocalizationofN-cadherinincontrol(C)orcKO(D)CA1
stratum radiatum. Representative images were acquired under identical acquisition parameters.
Scale bar, 5 m. E, F, Postembedding immunogold labeling in CA1 shows localization of N-cadherin
atcontrolsynapses(arrow,E),butanabsenceofgoldlabelingatcKOsynapses(F).Scalebar,300nm.
G, H, Nissl-staining shows no differences in hippocampal cytoarchitecture between controls (G) and
cKOs (H ) as expected. Scale bar, 200 m. I, J, Images of spine-bearing apical dendrites of
control (I ) or cKO (J ) CA1 pyramidal neurons filled live in acutely prepared hippocampal slices.
Scale bar, 5 m. K, Quantitative analysis shows no differences between genotypes in overall spine

N-cadherin is required for persistence of synaptic structural
and functional plasticity
We next investigated the contribution of N-cadherin to synaptic
and spine modifications in adult cKO and control mice. Previous
studies have shown that LTP is accompanied by spine enlargement in young neurons (Matsuzaki et al., 2004). However, it is unknown whether LTP-associated spine structural plasticity occurs in
maturity. Thus, we first established that mature control spines are
capable of LTP-associated structural modification by simultaneously monitoring spine size and synaptic responses in CA1 neurons before and after applying TBP (Yang et al., 2008b). We found
that TBP produced a rapid and persistent increase in spine volume
concurrently with an immediate increase in EPSP slope, which gradually reached a plateau by ⬃30 min, patterns that are similar to those
obtained at young synapses (Wang et al., 2008; Yang et al., 2008b)
(Fig. 2A–C). These data demonstrate that mature synapses retain the
capacity for coordinated spine/synapse modification with LTP.
However, in the absence of N-cadherin, we found that such
coordinated synaptic potentiation and spine expansion were
both transient in CA1 neurons (Fig. 2 A–C). Both EPSP slope and
spine volume increased immediately to values comparable to
those of control synapses/spines, but then both returned gradually to baseline values. Our spine analysis above rules out that
such deficits reflect significant differences between genotypes in
spine density or morphological subtype. Additionally, for the
population of spines that showed expansion, by plotting for each
one the TBP-induced expanded volume as a function of its initial
volume, we found that the range of initial spine volumes was
similar across genotypes, and, regardless of genotype, spines of all
initial starting volumes (both small and large) were capable of
expansion (data not shown). That both small and large spines can
expand is consistent with several previous studies using different
LTP induction methods (e.g., chemical, TBP, glutamate uncaging) (Kopec et al., 2007; Steiner et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2008;
Yang et al., 2008b), but other studies find only small spines are
persistently enlarged (Matsuzaki et al., 2004). These discrepancies likely reflect methodological differences in LTP induction
protocols, slice conditions, and age.
We verified the deficits in TBP-LTP seen with whole-cell recordings by using field recordings and a theta burst protocol to induce
LTP at SC–CA1 synapses in slices from the same animals (Fig. 2D).
These data indicate that the absence of long-lasting LTP in the
whole-cell recordings are not due to LTP “rundown” from dialysis.
The difference in the time course over which potentiation decrements to baseline is likely attributable to differences between the two
protocols in the strength of the stimulation used to induce LTP. It is
also possible that N-cadherin deletion simply raises the threshold for
LTP. To test this, we induced LTP in adult cKO slices using a strong
tetanic stimulation protocol (Frey et al., 1993), but found deficits in
persistence of LTP identical to those described for theta burst-LTP
(supplemental Fig. 5, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). Together, these data indicate that at mature CA1

4
density, nor in density of morphological subtypes (thin, stubby, or mushroom spines). Spine
analysis was conducted on cells filled in living slices (live) or in fixed slices (fixed). For each
condition, data are normalized to control values (for further analysis, see supplemental Fig. 3,
available at www.jneurosci.org).
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Discussion
We show here that postnatal ablation of Ncadherin has profound effects on the
stability of coordinated spine enlargement
and LTP at mature hippocampal synapses,
with no effects on baseline spine density or
morphology, baseline properties of synaptic
neurotransmission, or LTD. Thus, N-cadherin has unexpectedly distinct roles at mature synapses in comparison with earlier,
broader functions in synapse and spine development. Further, the data suggest a novel
role for N-cadherin in coupling persistent
spine structural modifications with longlasting synaptic functional modifications associated with LTP.
Prevailing views of synaptic functions of
N-cadherin are dominated by cell culture
models that indicate roles in spine morphology (Togashi et al., 2002; Okamura et al.,
2004; Elia et al., 2006), spine dynamics and
stability (Mysore et al., 2007; Mendez et al.,
2010), presynaptic vesicle release (Bozdagi
et al., 2004; Jüngling et al., 2006), and LTD
(Tai et al., 2007). The approaches used here
reveal that these broad developmental roles
become restricted at mature synapses to selective contributions to LTP and associated
spine structural modification, possibly
reflecting the changing intrasynaptic distribution of the N-cadherin-mediated transsynaptic scaffold that occurs as synapses
mature (Elste and Benson, 2006).
Figure 2. LTP and spine expansion are transient, but LTD is normal, in adult cKO neurons. A, Representative images and EPSP
LTP induction causes an immediate
traces from single CA1 neurons showing persistent spine expansion with the induction of TBP-LTP in control neurons (top row) but increase in spine size and potentiation foltransient expansion (bottom row) and potentiation (traces) in cKO neurons. Expanded and stable spines are marked by arrowheads lowed by a consolidation process that staand arrows, respectively. The spines and EPSP traces are shown before (1), 5 min after (2), and 45 min after (3) TBP, and correspond
bilizes such modifications (Matsuzaki et
to times shown in the population data (B, C). Scale bar, 1 m. B, Population data showing EPSPs recorded from the same neurons
as in C. TBP (arrow) induces only a transient potentiation in cKO neurons (open) but long-lasting LTP in control neurons. C, al., 2004; Yang et al., 2008b). We show
Population data showing spine enlargement following TBP (arrow) in cKO or control neurons. Initial spine expansion in the cKO that N-cadherin is not required for initial
neurons is identical to controls, but spine expansion becomes unstable without N-cadherin. Data shown in B and C were collected plasticity, but subsequently coordinates
from a total of 70 spines from 12 cells from 12 slices (cKOs), and a total of 64 spines from 11 cells from 11 slices (controls). D, Field molecular interactions leading to persisrecordings of TBS-induced LTP (arrow) in CA1 in acute slices (n ⫽ 12 cKO slices; 11 control slices) taken from the same cKO and tence of LTP and enlarged spine size. A
control mice shown in A–C. Inset, In this and subsequent panels, representative EPSP traces recorded at times indicated. Calibra- point of molecular convergence in persistion: 10 ms, 0.5 mV. E, F, Field recordings in CA1 in acute slices from adult cKO or control mice show no differences between tence of both forms of plasticity is AMPA
genotypes in two kinds of LTD [LFS, an NMDA receptor-dependent form (E), or ppLFS, a metabotropic receptor, protein synthesis- receptor subunit trafficking—synaptic independent form (F)].
corporation of new subunits is associated
with stable LTP (Shi et al., 1999; Park et
synapses, N-cadherin is required for persistence, but not induction
al., 2004; Yang et al., 2008a) and is necessary for persistent expresor initial expression, of LTP and spine enlargement.
sion of spine expansion (Kopec et al., 2006; Kopec et al., 2007;
Yang et al., 2008a). Since N-cadherin interacts with AMPA recepLTD does not require N-cadherin
tors (Gorski et al., 2005; Nuriya and Huganir, 2006; Saglietti et al.,
Studies of cultured hippocampal neurons show that N-cadherin
2007; Silverman et al., 2007), it may be functioning critically here
contributes to a chemically elicited LTD-like plasticity
to stabilize or trap receptors within synaptic active zones. Addi(Gorski et al., 2005; Tai et al., 2007). We investigated whether Ntionally, larger spines associated with LTP have an expanded
cadherin contributes to synaptically elicited LTD of adult SC–CA1
transsynaptic adhesive interface (Murthy et al., 2001), thus presynapses. However, we found no effects of N-cadherin ablation on
sumably requiring the addition of adhesion molecules that can
an NMDA receptor-dependent form of LTD (Dudek and Bear,
span and bind tightly across the cleft. Tight adhesion requires
1992) (Fig. 2E), nor on a mGluR- and protein synthesis-dependent
cytoskeletal anchoring, and cadherin interactions with F-actin via
form of LTD (Huber et al., 2000) (Fig. 2F). Together, the data indicatenins provide a means for this, and conversely could provide
cate that at mature hippocampal synapses, N-cadherin contributes
sites for capturing newly generated F-actin polymers (Honkura et
selectively to stabilizing NMDA receptor-dependent LTP and conal., 2008). Such possibilities are generally consistent with prior
current spine enlargement, but is independent of mechanisms that
studies suggesting that N-cadherin is important for LTP mainteinduce or stabilize LTD.
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nance (Tang et al., 1998; Bozdagi et al., 2000), and with those
showing that N-cadherin in developing neurons may enable
changes in spine shape in response to activity (Tanaka et al., 2000;
Okamura et al., 2004).
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